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Abstract: In wireless sensor networks, routing deals with the delivery of data from a sensor node to the base station. Any 

attack on the routing mechanism can degrade or paralyze the operations of a wireless sensor network.  Authentication and 

cryptographic solutions to thwart such attacks do not work, for these mechanisms are implemented using compromised 

nodes. Of lately, several trust-based schemes have been proposed to augment the security by excluding or including nodes in 

a route depending upon their computed trust values. Different trust mechanisms have been proposed to deal with different 

kinds of routing attacks. The present article reviews the current state of research in trust-based protocols for thwarting routing 

attacks in wireless sensor networks. 
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1. Introduction 

This section introduces the concept of trust and its types, attacks on the routing mechanism, and the concept of 

securing routing. 

1.1 Trust 

Entrust® (2000) has defined the trust from viewpoint of users, the trust is inherent to every security system. 

Trust can assume different forms in different situations. The choice of the trust form to be used may be a 

personal choice or an organization policy. Usually, trust takes one of the two forms, namely, personal (direct 

trust) and third-party (indirect trust). 

Direct trust can be described as a trust-based mutual relationship established between two individuals. This kind 

of trust is used to secure communications by two individuals from two separate organizations without any 

understanding ofthe key exchange. The indirect trust, on the other hand, does not mandate individuals to have a 

personal relationship for the secure exchange of information (Entrust® 2000).  

1.2 Attacks against routing 

Depending on the modi-operandi, the routing attacks can be classified intothe following two types 

(Velagaleti&Laxmi2008): 

1. Resource consumption attacks target network resources like nodes’ memory, energy, and bandwidth. 

These attacks may be realized by injecting extra data packets into the network.  

2. Routing disruption attacks mainly affect the network routing process. These attacks may take several 

forms, e.g., the creation of a cyclic route, detouring the packets on a different route by faking control 

packets. These attacks may also lead to increased resource consumption. Blackhole attacks, greyhole 

attacks, and wormhole attacks are some examples.    

Greyhole and blackhole differ by degree of severity and are perpetuated by feigning to show either a very 

short route or a high bandwidth link to the destination. Rushing attacks operate when identical control packets 

are rejected at the destination. Here control packets are disseminated rapidly thereby making the nodes reject the 

legitimate (duplicate) packets. These attacks work by replacing the old safe routes with spurious routes. In 

wormhole attacks two geographically distant nodes are made to ‘think’ that they are neighbors. This illusion is 

possibly given by a high-speed tunnel between such nodes. Such attacks are very difficult to detect and prevent.  
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1.3 Secure routing 

Security in a wireless sensor network requires a combination of secure protocols for data aggregation and 

routing. To ensure that the data aggregation process culminated securely at the destination node/base station, the 

routing mechanism needs to be secure. Early routing protocols were devoid of any security measure for data 

aggregation. Later routing protocols, however, have started having inbuilt mechanisms to counter the attacks that 

compromise the route establishment.  Most of such protocols exhibit a dynamic behavior in finding a route 

between source and destination nodes.  Feiyi et al. (ud.) have proposed reactive secure routing protocols in 

which security code is invoked only when the network nodes stop working honestly.   

2. Taxonomy of Trust Models 

Trust models could be classified based on the location of storage of trust information. Accordingly, there would 

be three types of trust models, namely, centralized, distributed and hybrid trust models (Uma & Sundaram 2014). 

Taxonomy as proposed in Uma & Sundaram (2014) is shown in figure 1. In a centralized trust model, a single 

globally trusted server is used to compute the trust value in respect of every network node, whereas a distributed 

trust model is characterized by local computation of trust values of all other nodes in the network. The hybrid 

trust model assimilates the characteristics of both centralized and distributed trust models. The overhead cost of 

the distributed approach is higher in comparison tothe other two approaches. 

 

Figure 1. Classes of trust models [4]. 

In another classification, described in Uma & Sundaram (2014), trust models are bifurcated in the 

certificate-based and behavior-based models. In the former class, a centralized trusted authority issues the trust 

certificate to a target node, whereas, in the behavior-based trust model, the nodes’ trust values are computed by 

an entity through continuous direct or indirect monitoring of the nodes. 

In a wireless sensor network, trust plays a major role in detecting a node that is not behaving as expected 

(either faulty or maliciously). Trust judges the quality of node and their services. Also, it assists in the decision-

making process such as data aggregation, routing and reconfiguring sensor nodes. Present communication 

focuses mainly on various trust models used in the wireless sensor network. 

3. Trust-Based Routing Protocols 

Of lately, secure routing in wireless sensor networks has assumed the center stage of network research 

endeavors. And, a host of trust-based security solutions of different flavors have been proposed for secure 

routing in WSN. The present section describes the contemporary research work in the field of trust-based routing 

protocols for wireless sensor networks (Ishmanov et al. 2015). 
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Probably the earliest trust-based model for sensor networks, wherein a watchdog technique was used in 

data gathering and event monitoring, was reported in Cho & Qu (2013). The watchdog mechanism identifies the 

nodes which do not forward packets. Zhou et al. (2015) have reported an extended watchdog mechanism that 

allows watching neighbour nodes’ behaviour through direct observation, which in turn yield low processing 

overhead.  

Guang et al (2009) and De-qin et al (2007) have proposed improved models of beta-based trust 

computation in wireless sensor networks. A lightweight trust management scheme has been proposed in Hai et 

al. (2010). Christened as ‘The Retrust’, it permits the detection of malicious nodes to improve the performance 

of sensor networks. The Lightweight Dependable Trust System (LDTS) of Hai et al. (2010) uses direct trust with 

feedback to strengthen decision making in a clustered WSN.  

Mármol & Pérez(2008)proposed the bio-inspired trust and reputation model (BTRM) for wireless sensor 

networks. The model uses an ant colony reputation-based collaborative approach for selecting the most 

dependable node on the node-to-sink path. In Ozdemir(2008), a distributed reputation model has been proposed 

in the name of Reliable Data Aggregation and Transmission Protocol (RDAT). As the name suggests, the model 

ameliorates the reliability of data aggregation by a sensor node and its further transmission to the sink node. The 

trust management architecture (TMA) of Zhang (2010) is a certification-based trust model. It takes into account 

direct and indirect trust both and is claimed to reduce the processing overhead.  

In Liu et al (2007), a resilient geographic routing (RGR) protocol has been developed to ensure trust-

based secure routing. It uses a probabilistic multipath routing mechanism to thwart broadcast manipulation 

attacks. The trust management framework (TMF) of Zhang et al. (2010) is a hybrid of both certificate and 

behavior-based approaches and lessens the storage need as well as the processing and communication overheads. 

Authors in Shaikh et al. (2006) have proposed a distributed trust mechanism for the selection of the cluster 

head(s) dynamically computed as trusted. This prevents malicious nodes from assuming the role of the group 

head.   Table 1.below has housed the summary of trust-based routing protocols wherein pros and cons and 

modi-oprandi of some such protocols.  

Table 1. Trust-based Routing Protocol. 

Protocol Trust evaluation method Pros and cons  

LEACH based 

Trust Management 

Module (Song & 

Zhao 2008) 

Constructs, maintains, and exchange trust 

information with adjacent sensor nodes. Combine 

direct trust and indirect trust. 

Pros: Vulnerability to collusion 

attacks. 

Cons: Good defense against 

malicious nodes. 

Fuzzy-based 

Method to Improve 

the Security 

(Raje& 

Sakhare2014) 

A fuzzy-based trust model is used to calculate 

the trust of neighboring nodes to establish a 

reliable route. 

Pros: Substantial increase in 

routing security.  

Cons: High energy consumption. 

Routing Algorithm 

based on 

Trustworthy Core 

Tree (Wang et al. 

2011) 

Trust model is based on a trustworthy core tree 

that detects nodes exhibiting malicious behavior.   

Pros: Effective detection of 

malicious nodes.  

Cons: Additional energy required 

for trustworthy core tree. 

Trust-based 

Energy Efficient 

Routing  protocol 

(Durrani et al. 

2013) 

Trust values of nodes are computed by the base 

station and used to establish multiple paths with 

differing degrees of security. 

Pros: Thwarts wormhole and 

sinkhole attacks. 

Cons: No defense against internal 

attacks. 
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Cuckoo search 

based protocol 

(Senthil& 

Kannapiran2013) 

Excludes all those routes whose trust values fall 

below a threshold. Multiple paths are considered 

for routing.  

Pros: Less energy consumption 

and reduced end-to-end delay. 

Cons: Susceptible to internal and 

collusion attacks.  

Trust-aware 

Routing Protocol 

with Multiple 

attributes (Sun & 

Li 2018) 

Parameters considered for trusted routes are data, 

energy, communication, and recommended trust 

value.  

Pros: Deals well with attacks 

originating from trusted nodes. 

Cons: Trust-aware cluster head 

selection is ignored. 

 

4. Trust Models for Secure Packet Routing 

Trust models described in contemporary literature have been reviewed and tabulated below in Table 2: 

Table 2. Trust-based Secure Routing Protocol. 

Protocol Method of security realization Pros and cons  

Watermark 

technique-based 

method (Cheng et 

al. 2006)  

The Watermark technique is employed to detect 

and calculate the packet loss at the destination 

node. The calculated packet loss rate is compared 

to an assumed normal packet loss rate. A node is 

considered malicious if its calculated packet loss 

rate comes out more than the normal packet loss 

rate. 

Cons: Unrealistic assumption of 

normal packet loss rate may lead to 

wrong labeling of nodes. 

Acknowledgment-

based method  

(Altisen 2013) 

Reception of a valid acknowledgment at the 

source node implies the successful delivery of 

data packet at the destination. Such an event 

increases the trust of a node in its neighboring 

node(s) involved in successful packet delivery.   

Pros: Detection of genuine and 

malicious nodes is simple. 

Cons: Sending acknowledge for 

each packet is not energy efficient. 

Packet loss due to reasons other 

than maliciousness is not 

differentiated.  

Random key pre-

distribution 

scheme (Liu et al. 

2016) 

Attack detection involves routing data packets on 

various possible network paths. The presence of 

an attacker is assumed on the route if a packet is 

not delivered to the sink successfully.  

Cons: The way the malicious 

nodes are detected and the type of 

attack considered are not specified 

in the learning component of the 

model. 

Packet 

modification-based 

method  (Johnson 

1994) 

Operates by checking the modification of the 

Dynamic Source Routing packet. This method 

works on the underlying assumption that data 

coming to a malicious node are modified and are 

forwarded to the colluding nodes.  

Pros: Scheme of detection of the 

malicious node is very simple; 

Cons: Routing dependency and 

energy consumption overhead 

involved.  Further, using only one 

criterion of attack to detect may be 

misleading at times. 

Trust-based 

dynamic source 

routing (Pirzada et 

al. 2004). 

Dynamic source routing has been adapted by 

changing its cost link to convey trust value of the 

node. Cost of the link is set to infinity for the 

node at the link-end. Performance evaluation 

report of the proposed routing algorithm suggests 

that it outperforms the GPSR and DSR in terms 

Pros: Model takes in to account 

packet loss, throughput, and 

latency. 

Cons: Model does not consider 

energy consumption.   
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of packet loss, throughput, and latency. 

Query-based 

routing (Naderi et 

al. 2015) 

Firstly, sink node queries the network about the 

data packet till the time it reaches the source 

node. After receipt of the query, the source node 

broadcasts the data packets. Each subsequent 

node that gets the packet sends it to its 

neighbours.  

Pros: Route detection method is 

quite general and is applicable to 

any routing protocol.  

Cons: Broadcast message causes 

message overhead and the energy 

consumption in routing is not 

considered. 

Unsupervised 

genetic algorithm 

based method 

(Bankovićet al. 

2011) 

Unsupervised genetic algorithm is used to 

analyze the temporal and spatial inconsistencies 

in routing paths. An attack is assumed in case the 

inconsistency projection is over and above a 

given threshold.  

Pros: The scheme provides 

accurate inference about attack. 

Cons:  The scheme does not work 

well in the mobile environment.  

 

5. Conclusion 

  In general, the trust-based routing protocols are established more efficiently vis a vis other routing 

mechanisms and yield a more secure routing of network traffic. Contemporary literature is rife with a plethora 

of trust-based routing protocols in general and trust-based secure routing protocols in particular. In trust-based 

models, the ‘trust’ is mathematically defined in terms of network parameters such as residual energy, packet 

signal strength, count of packets transmitted and received, count of control packets, etc. Trust value is 

computed for each of the alternative network paths between the source and sink nodes. Different secure routing 

models proposed in the literature differ in the expression for computing the trust value of network routes. This 

article has presented an overview of some relevant trust-based secure routing protocols. 
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